ULTIMA
PESCUIALA
BASED ON THE ICELANDIC BOX OFFICE HIT
‘THE LAST FISHING TRIP’

OVER 10%
OF THE POPULATION OF ICELAND
BOUGHT TICKETS IN THEATERS

BASED ON…
Ultima Pescuiala is based on an Icelandic comedy film written and
directed by Örn Marinó Arnarson and Þorkell S. Harðarson and coproduced by Ingvar Thordarson. The Last Fishing Trip (Síðasta veiðiferðin)
was a box office sensation in Iceland in the summer of 2020.

SYNOPSIS
Five middle aged Friends on a Fishing
Trip, a lot of Alcohol and One Beautiful
Woman… What can go wrong?
Everything … Mix that in with a couple of
Ukrainian Drug Dealers, two Police
Women and what do you get?

A hilarious dark comedy, based on the
Icelandic feature film Síðasta Veiðiferðin
(The Last Fishing Trip), the surprise hit in
the midst of Covid 19 in Iceland. 10% of the
Icelandic nation went into theatres to see it
in 2020 and it was the by far the highest
grossing VOD movie in Iceland 2020 as
well.

PAVEL BARTOȘ AS ATA
Ata - He has bad luck with women, so he
puts all his energy into fishing. He is very
average looking, he could be attractive if
he would put a little effort into it, he has
given up on life a bit and his best friend is
Matelu, who makes Ata look and feel good
about himself in comparison and he puts
up with his bullshit as he doesn’t have
many good friends left. Ata works for the
Post Office in a 9-5 job, as boring as it
gets, so he really wants to take advantage
of the few days of vacation he gets each
year, so this fishing trip is the highlight of
the year, where he gets to spend quality
time with buddies.

Pavel Bartoș is a Romanian actor and
television presenter, known for hosting
Românii au talent (Romania's Got Talent)
and The Voice of Romania.
Pavel was selected by Disney/Pixar to be
the Romanian voice of Randall in
Monsters, Inc. and Monsters University.
His skills were also utilized
in the following animations:
• Megamind - Megamind
• Sing - Eddie
• Secret Life of Pets - Duke

ȘERBAN PAVLU AS MATELU
Matelu - He is single with a big S, drinking,
smoking, prostitutes and it shows on him.
Rules and regulations don’t mean a lot to
him and if he can break them and get
away with it, more power to him. He runs a
funeral service, but due to his drinking and
whore-ing, it is not very successful, so he is
always broke, resulting in him using the old
company hearse as his personal vehicle.
He is totally shameless and without morals,
the results of him being taken to the
cleaners (financially) by his ex wife, so ever
since he has been on a downwards spiral,
not being able to trust women, hooking up
with prostitutes as he feels like that is a
more honest way for them to take his
money.

Șerban Pavlu is one of the most popular
Romanian actors. He has played the
leading role in more than fifty films (58 to
be exact) since 1995. He is well known for
the successful HBO series Umbre, his role
in the soap opera Fetele Marinarului and
his part in the Romania’s top 5 best
comedy television format În puii mei which
aired on Antena 1. In 2008 he was selected
by DreamWorks Animation to provide the
Romanian voice of Po in the animated
movie Kung Fu Panda, by Universal
Pictures. He lend his voice to Snowball in
Secret Life of Pets 1&2 and Dr. John
Dolittle in the box office hit, Dolittle. He
also played Sonic in Sonic the Hedgehog
as well as countless other parts. Versatile
and charismatic, Șerban is very well known
and liked by our target audience.

ADRIAN TITIENI AS BEBE
Bebe - He is an engineer, works for a large
corporation, a bit on the heavy side but
has charm and authority. He has been with
the same woman for all his life and has 2
grown up children, his life is very much a
routine, so he welcomes this chance to go
fishing, drinking and letting out some
steam with buddies, not necessarily in this
order. He misses the excitement of youth,
being able to chase after women and feels
like his chance of ever doing that again is
gone.

Adrian Titieni is a famous Romanian film
and theater actor, director, screenwriter
and producer. He was born on June 6,
1963 in Bistrita, Romania. In 1984, he
plays lead role in the movie Pas în doi.
Other notable roles include Colivia
(2009), Bacalaureat (2016) (Best Director
in Cannes Film Festival), Ilegitim (2016)
(Best Film in Berlin EFM 2018).
Adrian has received numerous awards: In
2016, he was awarded the Bayard Award
for Best Actor at the International
Francophone Film Festival in Namur,
Belgium as well as receiving the Silver
Hugo Award for Best Actor at the
Chicago National Film Festival. In 2012,
he was awarded the Gopo Award for
Best Male Performance.

CATALIN STANCIU AS VIOREL
Viorel - You get the feeling you can walk
all over him, but don’t underestimate him,
when he is fed up and things boil over
inside of him, you don’t want to stand in his
way. He and Gigi are married to Sisters
and through that connection, Gigi got him
his job as the Personnel Supervisor at the
Ministry, which is basically a fancy title for
being Gigi´s personal assistant. Viorel
realises that he would never have gotten
such a fancy job (title), if it wasn’t for his
connections with Gigi, so he is ready to go
a great distance in order to please and
obey Gigi, and Gigi sure knows that, but
how far is too far?

Not sure what would best describe
Catalin Stanciu: "One of the best
Romanian Copywriters", "tremendously
talented and skilled comedy actor" or
"Creator of the best Romanian bike Panamea”. Whatever the description
would be, Catalin is an unpolished gem
and he'll rock the audience as Viorel in
Ultima pescuiala (The Last Fishing Trip).

EMANUEL PARVU AS GIGI
Gigi - Tall, slick, borderline sleazy - always
impeccably dressed, in his own opinion,
but to most others, way over the top. He
prides himself on his good taste in food,
vine and life’s finer things, but it all derives
from his insecurities, coming from a poor,
uneducated family. He has used his looks,
charm and determination to succeed in
politics, alongside every backroom dirty
deal and political backstabbing in the
book. On the surface and on paper, he
looks very good, but underneath it all is a
very competitive, insecure little boy, who
can not even be faithful to his beautiful,
pregnant wife, because he has to prove to
himself and others that he is worthy of
love. He has Viorel in his pocket and
knows it and it’s quite apparent that he has
no respect for him.

Emanuel Parvu is a Romanian film and
theatre actor, director and writer. He was
born in Bucuresti, Romania. He
graduated at National University of
Theatrical Arts and Cinematography in
2006. In 2005, he plays the leading role
in the movie Fix Alert. His credits include
more than 25 movies as actor, 10 credits
as Director and 8 credits as a Writer.
Charming presence, Emanuel (Emi) has a
broad range of roles, from drama to
hilarious comedy. He wrote and directed
some of the highest rated comedy shows
in the history of Romanian television,
such as In puii mei and Mondenii.

TEODORA CRISTEA AS NATASHA
Natasha - Tall, slim, beautiful, dangerous,
the ultimate “Femme Fatale”, or is she?
Maybe she is just a victim of
circumstances, maybe she got in too deep
and can’t get out of it, but she sure has the
skills and the training with weapons to be
an International Drug Smuggler. She is a
master of her greatest weapon, her charm.
She is now dealing with Serious Ukrainian
Drug Smugglers and is obviously on the
wrong side of the law, but who is she really
inside of that beautiful exterior, is she a
good or a bad person? That remains to be
seen.

Teodora Cristea is a Romanian-American
actor. Cristea was born in Bucharest and
spent her youth between Bucharest,
Toronto and New York City. She plays
one of the leads in MGM's digital
interactive series reboot of the 1983
Matthew Broderick classic #WarGames
directed by the award winning director
Sam Barlow (Her Story, Telling Lies).
Other work includes CBS' hit series
MacGyver, FOX's Lethal Weapon &
Nickelodeon's Game Shakers. Teodora
received a scholarship to the New York
Conservatory for Dramatic Arts where
she studied acting for film..

DIRECTED BY VALERIU ANDRIUTA
Valeriu Andriuta is born 1967 in Lazovsk. In 1992 he graduated from The
Theater and Film Institute in Tbilisi, Georgia with a BA in stage acting. In
1994 he received a scholarship at the National University of Theater and
Cinematographic Arts in Bucharest, studying stage directing. Valeriu is a
well established and awarded actor, who has played the lead role in
internationally acclaimed movies such as Beyond the Hills (Awarded Best
Screenplay and Best Actor in Cannes), Graduation (Best Director - Cannes,
nominated for Palme D’or) and Occident.
Valeriu Andriuta started working behind the camera in 2017, as a Writer/
Director. His Writer/Director credits include Chers Amis (Dear Friends),
Salix Caprea, Cu unul in plus (Just One More) and I Am Dorin – movies
where comedy meets the depths of drama.

PRODUCED BY PÉTUR SIGURDSSON
Pétur Sigurdsson was born in Iceland, but lived in Los Angeles from 1990-2000. He has a BA in
Film & Television from Columbia College Hollywood. After graduating, Sigurdsson worked in
Production and Art Department on movies and commercials in Los Angeles. Sigurdsson moved
back to Iceland in 2000 and started working at Sagafilm as Production Service Producer. In 2004
Sigurdsson accepted a position as Head of Production at Pegasus Pictures. His work includes
projects like Game of Thrones (season 2-4), Fortitude (season 1-2), The Amazing Race (season 6
and 30), Into the Inferno (Werner Herzog) as well as countless other commercials, films, music
videos and photo shoots. In 2019 Sigurdsson took on the role of Line Producer for the TV series
One Bad Apple, which is planned to shoot in 2021 (Covid19 delays). Looking for the perfect place
to film OBA, Sigurdsson was introduced to Romania, where he has now spent a good amount of
his time and has a permanent residence. In 2019 Sigurdsson partnered with two Romanian
Producers, Ionut Ionescu and Andrei Marinescu to form a production company in Romania,
Midnight Sun Film. Both partners are seasoned Producers in Romania.

PRODUCED BY INGVAR THORDARSON
Mr. Thordarson has produced 24 features, tv-series, and documentaries, which have accumulated
multiple awards all over the world and been commercially very successful. Among these awards are:
The Discovery Award at the Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF), the Critics Award at Cannes Film
Festival. Various titles include: 101 Reykjavík, The Bothersome Man, Life in a Fishbowl; the winner of a
record 12 awards at the Icelandic Edda Film Awards. "The Grump", Finland's highest-grossing film in
2014. The award-winning Tom of Finland as well as the box-office champion of 2017, Unknown Soldier,
which sold over one million tickets in Finland alone. Mr. Thordarson is now working on the TV series,
Wall of Wound, with Warner Bros., directed by Andreas Prochaska (Das Boot TV series, Alex Rider TV
series etc.). Within the industry, Mr. Thordarson is known for producing in the most inclement of arctic
environments. Mr. Thordarson is also a guest lecturer at the London Film School and the University of
Exeter, where he contributes to the MA International Film Business courses. For the past several
decades, Mr. Thordarson has been a vigorous contributor to the European cultural scene. As a promoter,
Mr. Thordarson has been instrumental in engaging such groundbreaking artists as David Bowie, Sting,
Richard O'Brien, Eddie Izzard, Prodigy, and Pet Shop Boys, just to name a few.

PRODUCED BY ANDREI MARINESCU
With more than 20 years of Experience in TV and movie
production, Andrei amassed over 30 big feature films and TV
shows as a Producer, Production and Location Manager.
He is also a huge traveling fan – visited more than 70 countries.
Therefore, if you need any touristic tips or professional advices,
not only about Romania, but about so many places in this world
– Andrei is the right man to counsel you.

PRODUCED BY IONUȚ IONESCU
Since his very first contact with the film industry, at the end of the 90's,
Ionuţ understood that film and television were an extraordinary mean
of promoting the values and the irrefutable beauty of his country.
Producer of the most viewed segments about Romania broadcasted by
Discovery Network, Travel Channel, National Geographic and Animal
Planet. Ionuț's track record includes being a producer of two
internationally awarded feature films, Thou Shalt Not Kill (Sa nu ucizi)
(2018), directed by Cătălin Rotaru and Gabi Șarga, Richard and Sabine
(2020) and Tortured for Christ (2018), both directed by John Grooters.
Currently Ionut is working on such projects as Hela and Land of Milk
and Honey, directed by Gisberg Bermudez, produced by Tealhouse
Entertainment. On each and every project, Ionut’s area of expertise
allows him to executively oversee the budget, the contracts and the
organisational structure. His relationship with the authorities and state
institutions as well as with vendorss and co-producers, have proven
invaluable.
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